I L L U S T R AT I O N FA Q

How did you get started in Illustration?
I graduated with my BFA in illustration from KCAD in 2010. Upon graduating, I did a lot
of gallery shows, artist markets, and volunteering events. Through those, I was able to
meet designers, art directors, and others who were in need of illustration. It took a
while for everything to get off the ground, and at first I was doing every job that came
my way - including set building, window displays, and ice sculpture design. Wanting to
focus more on illustration, I signed on with an agent and dove head on into editorial
illustration.
How did you get an agent?
I applied to many agents without hearing a response. Looking back, my work was not
suited enough towards commercial work, since I was doing a lot of gallery work at the
time. After months of looking, I decided to stop applying and focus on my work - to
make work I wanted to be getting (which was great advice from an illustrator I
admired). I was contacted out of the blue with AGM and was with that agency for two
years. I am now signed on with Tugeau2 Illustration Agency which focuses more on
children’s publishing. It took 3-4 years of back and forth with the agency until my work
was ready to be put into the children’s market.
How do you find an illustration style?
You let the style find you. For me, it’s been a slow and steady process with small
epiphanies throughout the progression. I hate to think that I have a style right now - I
hope to be making art for decades to come and I want to feel that I have space to
move and change and grow and not be beholden to any particular way of making.
What I paint today is the way I like to work but that will continue to morph. If you could
have seen my work 5 years ago, you might not recognize it as mine and the same thing
might be true in 5 more years. I think the fact that I progress over time and not
overnight is that people who know my work sort of get to go along for the ride too. My
advice on style - don’t stress it, steal it, or force it. Just play around with your work and
find what you like making.

What inspires your work?
Real world events, people, places, and things that shift in perspective to become
celebrated as magical components of an ongoing story. Most of my narratives are
based off of real world experiences. It’s rare for me to just dream up a story that
doesn’t have a grounding in my day to day life. If you just start asking and looking, it’s
so easy to find inspiration everywhere. Once I take the little piece of inspiration, I start
painting and by the time I’m done, most times, the story and the character have
morphed so much that it doesn’t seem set in real life at all.
What does a typical day look like?
I wake early around 5 am, (make coffee) and start working by 7 am. I have so much
creative energy and attention in the morning. I have a studio with 4 other artists where I
work everyday. In the morning I try to focus on creative work - sketching, drawing,
painting. I take a lunch break at noon and walk my dog. After lunch, I catch up on
emails, and finish up more drawings and paintings. Fridays are my business/play days.
One thing I didn’t learn in school was that being a freelance illustrator = owning your
own business. This work does not come naturally to me, so I set aside time to invoice,
file receipts, keep track of income and expenses, and organize tax stuff. To reward
myself (because I loathe that type of work) I spend my Friday afternoons playing and
just painting for myself. (This hardly ever works out, but it’s good in theory). I end
around 4 or so and spend my night cooking, working out, reading, and exploring.
How do you promote yourself?
Get a website. Blogs are nice but I don’t like scrolling down half a century if I want to
see all of your work. Share your work - Submit to blogs. Participate in Ten Paces and
Draw, Illustration Friday, Illustration Mundo - all great and interactive places for
illustrators. Go to events and meet people face to face. Compile a list of art directors
and agencies - send them your best work. The most important part though, in my
opinion, is making good work. Make the best work you can and it’ll find its way in front
of people.
What are your professional goals?
I am diving into the publishing world at the moment and am thrilled. I want to write
and illustrate books, do more children’s work, and just have fun making. I’ve spent a lot
of time making serious work and I’m over it. I just want to play.
What is the process of an client job?
After I am approached by an art director, they send along the brief about the project. I
send them a quote outlining the rights, the estimated cost, the timeline/due dates, and
what I’ll be giving them. Most often, I send one BW rough sketch, although in some

cases, I send multiple concepts. Once the sketch goes back and forth with revisions or
edits, I created the final. I usually work in Gouache and Colored Pencil on Smooth
Bristol Board - or thick Illustration Board if I know I am going to use a lot of layers.
Once the final is done, I make a hi-res scan of the work and crop and minimally
enhance it in Photoshop. (I might tweak the vibrancy - nothing major, unless it involves
hand lettering and layers). I then email the file to the client and send them an invoice.
Voila!
Best of Luck in your Illustration Endeavor!

Great Resources:
Graphic Artist’s Guild: Pricing and Ethical Guidelines
Children’s Picture Books: The Art of Visual Storytelling
Jessica Hische: The Dark Art of Pricing
( http://jessicahische.is/thinkingthoughtsaboutpricing )
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